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➔ LSST Survey Strategy / Cadence Optimization.
◆ Creating metrics with photometric classification algorithms.
◆ Evaluating the Operations Simulations v.2.0 expected late 2021.

➔ Photometric classification algorithms (participation in PLAsTiCC 2).
◆ Characterizing / improving photometric classifiers for SN types.
◆ Understanding / contributing to the LSST Science Pipelines plans for timeseries features for DIAObjects (ls.st/DMTN-118).

➔ SN host galaxy association algorithms.
◆ Understanding / contributing to the LSST Science Pipelines plans for host association (ls.st/DMTN-151), as well as broker 

cross-matching algorithms.

➔ SN detection efficiencies and rates.
◆ Work with the LSST Data Management team to ensure that the SN-related science goals can be met.
◆ E.g., DM work summarized in https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DM-19308

➔ Alert brokers and filters in the era of multi-survey alerts.
◆ Write and use filters for current brokers and alerts (e.g., ZTF, DECam).
◆ Prepare for working with alerts based on commissioning data and during the first year of Rubin operations (ls.st/DMTN-107).

Potential projects:





- Workshops: virtual (or in person) moments to work on specifics tasks

- Talks and seminars: To propose during the TVS or DESC meetings to 
let the community know about the ongoing projects to promote 
collaboration

- Ideas lab(s): virtual (or in person) moments to discuss on the future 
projects

- Dedicated task(s)-force

TVS-DESC synergy



● Update the TVS SN WG website

● Review the TVS Roadmap.

https://lsst-tvssc.github.io/subgroups/subgroup_supernovae.html


◆ Characterizing / improving photometric 
classifiers for SN types

◆ Write and use filters for current brokers 
and alerts (e.g., ZTF, DECam).

Melissa (DECam DDF); Luca

◆ Prepare for working with alerts based on 
commissioning data and during the first 
year of Rubin operations 
(ls.st/DMTN-107).

Luca 

◆ Review TVS roadmap and suggest 
changes.

Fabio, Anais Mӧller

◆ Review TVS website and suggest 
changes.

Fabio 

◆ Attend a DESC-TD meeting and 
summarize.

Fabio, Luca
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PLANNED MEETINGS (every last wednesday of the month):
- February 24th : Characterizing / improving photometric classifiers for SN types
- March 30th: Write and use filters for current brokers and alerts (e.g., ZTF, DECam). / Prepare for working with alerts 

based on commissioning data and during the first year of Rubin operations (ls.st/DMTN-107).
- April 27th: 
- May 25th
- June 29th
- July 27th
- August 30th
- September 28th
- October 26th
- November 29th


